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IMMERSIVE BVI

This document is for XOZL089772D to review, comment, and 
critique in preparation of a formalized proposal for business 
between Nova Media LLC and The British Virgin Islands Tourism 
Board. This document contains the strategic development of Virtual 
Reality technologies to be deployed for destination marketing to 
media, agent and consumers.   All information enclosed is 
confidential. 
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Executive Summary 

The British Virgin Islands will pioneer experiencial 
marketing by developing their own in-house 
Virtual Reality experience and showcasing the 
BVI's unique glamour. The program begins  with 
seamless virtual travel to a range of destinations 
through a custom-designed portal. 

The focus of the project is to make high quality 
content easily accessible and build the first layer 
of the foundation for continued development.
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Strategy 

Objective 

Sell charter accommodations to travel agents by highlighting                  
immersive 3D experiences

Start with a simple experience for all prospective audiences

Players visit 5 different BVI destinations by virtual charter 

Overlay interactive features as desired

Deliver as easy-to-download file

Present experience inside a physical replica of the charter to NE region 

Measure interest through eye and body tracking

Encourage sharing the experience over social media

In a 2-hour session, Nova will consult, train, and provide the BVI with 
the necessary documentation for operating the VR hardware and 
software on-site. 
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Evolution of Development

Year 1 (Base: $25K)

View 360-footage of islands. Experience begins on a virtual charter.

Year 2  Add immersive features:

• 3D audio
When interpreted through headphones the sounds may crawl from ear-to-ear 
or seem to be heard  from various distances and points in space.

• Object Tracking 
By putting sensors on an object, it can appear  and behave in the     physical and 
Virtual worlds simultaneously. 

• World Traversing
A concept brought to the forefront by Google Earth, it's a click-to-move feature 
that reduces the dizziness that emerges with real-world-style motion.

Year 3 

Develop booking platform. 
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Production Pipeline

Design: Design before building. 

The design phase is conceptualizing, outlining from start-to-finish, and beginning artistic 
creation of the campaign. 

Critical Questions we have Asked and Answered 

1) What does the experience look like? 

 • 1-2 people on a Virtual Charter 

2) What will the user feel? 

 • Anticipation for and desire to travel to the BVI

3) What is the nature of the content capture?

 • 360 Video + Bloom Away interface 

4) Will we hire outside XR developers? 

 • Yes

5) What is the timing of the campaign? 

 • Between Q3 and Q4 2018

6) How will this experience be distributed? 

 • On site at trade shows in the Northeast Region

7) What software and hardware must it be compatible with? 

 • Oculus 

With a firm understanding of the entire campaign, the design team begins building the 
visual assets to be integrated with backend code.
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Develop  (Developing is building)

The development phase is the process of writing the lines of code into the game engine inter-
face  to create the desired form and functionality of your XR experience. Development is often 
completed in sprints among teams of coders writing in C# (Cee Sharp) and working in a game 
engine such as Unity. The design and development teams work closely to assure the visual as-
sets are being integrated with consideration to the aesthetics and user experience.

Test  (Quality computer programs come from rigorous testing)

The coding team applies constant pressure to their work throughout the development. This is 
the process of identifying and rectifying inevitable bugs. The most rigorous testing takes place 
in sprints. With highly comprehensive program builds, a "play test" team (non-developers) is the 
first source of fresh eyes and hands on the experience. They will "play" it with the goal of unco-
vering hard-to-locate flaws. This process will recycle until the experience is consumer-ready.

Deploy  (Delivering the program to the user)

Early in the design process, we'll decide which hardware will host the experience. For example, if 
the content will be deployed through the Gear VR headset, the backend build will look different 
than if the experience is deployed through Oculus Rift. We're here to advise you on which hard-
ware is the best match with your campaign goals. From here we can begin strategizing about 
the proper advertising lanes. We'll help you understand how the user becomes aware of the 
experience and how they get their eyes and hands on it.
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Player Story 
Hardware needed: Insta-360, Nano S Camera, Stand alone lens 

     Baths (Virgin Gorda)

Scene Purpose : Highlight the on-foot adventure through the Baths

Because localmotion is the leading cause of discomfort in VR, it's critical we adapt the user 
experience made popular by Google Earth (Virtual teleportation). Through a practice known 
as photogrammetry, we can capture an array of angles within the Cathedral, allowing the user 
to chose which path to travel amid the rock formations and arrive there. 

Storyboard : A visual progression of the user experience 

• Appear in the center of the cathedral with 360 video view
• Click "morph" button to convert visuals into a 3D model
• Walk throughout the cathedral
• Point and click to chose path to travel 
• Transport into a still image
• Move through 5 points of interest before arriving in a climax scene
- Start location, through the cathedral, rope climb, path before Devil Spring Bay,arriving.
• Audio prompt to participate in exit survey: "What do you think of this adventure?"

Call To Action (Empowering the user to interact with the content) 

A microphone is built into the VR hardware, capturing small bits of dialogue produced by the 
user as they move through BVI in VR. At the end of the experience they're able to view a high-
light reel (with their voice streaming along with the visuals) to relive their adventure. The audio 
call to action will prompt them to reach out and initiate. 

Pricing Technology

1
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     Anegada 

Scene Purpose: Highlight Glamping

Let's go to the BVI's northern most island to create a fully immersive (6 degrees of freedom) 
replica of a glampsite, the player will observe the grand vistas and peer through magic portals, 
seeing lobster dinners being prepared and flamingos along the water's edge.

Storyboard : A visual progression of the user experience 

• Begin in the center of campsite

• Walk to edge of camp for breathtaking view

• Look through a magic portal at a HD video of lobster being prepared

• Opt to "book now" by tapping a button

Pricing Technology

2
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     Jost Van Dyke

Scene Purpose: Promote the Pain Killer Cocktail 

Along the shores of White Bay is the iconic The Soggy Dollar Bar, home to the famous Pain Killer 
Cocktail. By including object tracking and a narrative features, the user will feel the urge to 
reach out and lift the Virtual drink off the bar. When their hand arrives at the object, their fingers 
will touch a smooth glass cup. They'll lift it and drink. This is the practice of merging Virtual and 
real world sensory experience. It happens by "tracking" objects, mimicking their physical world 
properties in a Virtual Space.

Storyboard : A visual progression of the user experience 

• The bar emerges from beneath the water
• Player sits at bar (passive)
• Prominently featured is a sign promoting the Pain Killer
• Player reaches into pocket for soggy bills and hands them across the bar
• Appears a pain killer 
• Player lifts drink to mouth and drinks a *real* beverage

Call To Action Empowering the user to interact with the content 

Sign appears:  "Want to visit Jost Van Dyke?"

By tapping yes, they receive an email for  "First Pain Killer is free - See you in the BVI"

Pricing Technology

3
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     Caves at Norman Island

Scene Purpose : Submerging into water to swim with wildlife

The legendary inspiration for Robert Louis Stevenson's Treasure Island, The Caves at Norman 
Island will be captured with a lens. In the post production, we may build additional 3D models 
to expand BVI's Virtual animal ecosystem. This photo-real imaging process takes place in a 
software called Blender. This is where we make the world appear and react to your desires.

Storyboard : A visual progression of the user experience 

• Arrive upon the beautiful scenery of Norman island

• Be prompted to jump into the water

• Feet first step over the edge and plunge into the sea

• Beneath the surface bubbles are rising and you are sinking until it's clear blue

Pricing Technology

4
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     Full Moon Party (Tortola / Beef Island / Trellis Bay)

Scene Purpose Awareness and enjoyment of Full Moon party 

We'll capture a party atmosphere. In a scene rooted in the dim light of evening, we'll incorporate 
computer graphic fireballs out on the water. The scene will also rely on high quality 3D audio to 
stimulate the ears. A cirque du soleil dancer captured in front of green screen will be composit-
ed into the scene, igniting the "call to action".  "You see the moon!"  once you look up at it, it lights 
up brighter "Grab it...Go ahead, reach out and grab the moon."

Storyboard : A visual progression of the user experience 

• Look into the sky and see a massive, beautiful full moon.

• Reach up and grab it out of the sky.

• There is now an invitation in your hand: "Harvest Moon Party, See You in The BVI"

• Pen in hand, sign invitation (audio pen write, subtle chime)

Pricing Technology

5
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Deployment

We will deploy the content on site at BVI's event. We'll use the Oculus Rift. 

Simplest

1) Set up VR Rig 

2) Provide on-site attendee with details of experience to communicate to user

More Engaging

Create a "Booth Portal" (In this case, a replica of a BVI charter). 

This cohesion between real and Virtual space is a powerful means transitioning the user in 
and out of the experience. This includes the building of a mini sailboat to be used in the VR 
booth. 

Accessing The File

Your customized exe file will also be available for download. Once it's on your hard drive, you'll 
be able to see the presentation through the VR headset. 

Google Cardboard ($10K)

Files will be available in Google Cardboard's entry level hardware

Determining on which hardware to deploy the experience must be finalized during the first 
step of the campaign build
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Connecting to Travel Agent booking sites

Providing seamless access to the booking agent's website through this VR experience could 
be available at various entry points.  

     Level 1: Good

At the end of the experience --> "Book Now" Button --> be prompted to continue process in 
the 2D screen

User Experience Flows: 

1) Click "book now" 

2) Browser on 2d screen opens

3) prompted to take off headset and complete booking 

Cost: $5-7k

1
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     Level 2: Better

Browser appears in the VR and they go through the 2D booking inside the VR experience, 
using controllers to click through 2D screen and finalize booking

$10-15k investment

     Level 3: Exceptional

Connect to the booking site's backend API, enabling site to populate in VR. The user's book-
ing experience occurs through controller clicks and takes place in 3D.

$50-100k investment

2

3



Conclusion
The BVI's aesthetic beauty will make for a stunning first step into Virtual Reality. 
To maximize the longterm effect of this marketing campaign, we must be sure to 
build year 1 with an eye on years 2, 3, and 4. 

We are at the beginning of a worldwide shift into immersive media and the tools 
available for building cutting-edge interactive experiences will continue evolving 
quickly in these early years. 

Right now you are ahead of the curve. 
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